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Real World Security
for Real Time Finance
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all centres have traditionally fulfilled an
important role as major hubs for selling
and purchasing services and products.
Increasingly though both consumers and businesses
are now choosing to do business over the Internet
because it offers more choice, flexibility and opportunities to discover superior commercial deals.
Unfortunately, widespread concerns over the security
of transactions authorised and processed online, as
well as well-publicised card fraud issues, have overshadowed this trend and reflected negatively on the
level of service now provided by Web and telesales
merchants.

Realex Payments, established in Ireland in 2000, is a
real time financial services exchange which sits between the merchant and the bank, processing payments made whenever the customer is not physically
present (i.e. over the Internet/telephone). The company’s key clients include high-profile names such as
Aer Lingus, Vodafone and BT.
Realex passes transactional information from the
merchant to the bank, which then processes the merchant request and responds to Realex. Once this is
complete Realex relays the information back to the
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merchant, informing them whether the
transaction has been authorised or declined. The whole operation is performed
in real time, enabling multiple payments
to be processed simultaneously.
Helping to secure critical data

“The greatest security threat
perceived by Realex Payments is
unauthorised data disclosure,”
Conor McGoveran, Realex’s security and
infrastructure manager.

The major benefit for merchants using
the Realex Payments service is that
they eliminate the need for in-house
payment applications and infrastructure.
Additionally, records of all transactions
are recorded and archived so that
information relating to each individual
transaction can be accessed at a later
stage. This permits merchants to monitor
how many transactions were processed
in any one day, which personnel member
handled the transaction, and what each
individual transaction was worth, all of
which simplifies accounts reconciliation.
In dealing with such critical data, it is imperative that Realex Payments implements
solutions that address potential business
risks, preventing any unauthorised access
to account information.
Realex Payments houses its application
data and its firewall at separate hosting
facilities, which are then managed via a
VPN connection from its head office in

Dublin. Before going live, the company
had to not only prepare the infrastructure
but also gain accreditation from various
financial institutions in order to be
classified as a ‘data processor’ and be
permitted to handle the data. Because the
quality of the IT security systems deployed
by Realex was critical to being awarded
and retaining this certification, it quickly
became clear that Realex needed a highlyeffective enterprise-level firewall with
powerful administrative and functional
features.
“StoneGate is a mature platform that can
truly be called an enterprise firewall solution”, says McGoveran. “Recent advancements in the load-balancing agents have
significantly contributed to its performance and value to Realex Payments as it
now allows us to balance incoming connection even more intelligently. Further
developments to the management console
have also benefited the daily administration of our firewall clusters. We also recently purchased Stonesoft’s IPS product
to integrate with our existing requirements. This solution has helped us maintain our independently assessed information security accreditations from both
Visa and MasterCard.* ”
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Getting the balance right

Realex Payments has now deployed two
firewall clusters and one single firewall
across three disparate physical sites. In
each site it also has an IPS agent, plus one
sensor and one management/log server in
the main office. Despite StoneGate being
a complex product, it is straightforward
enough that a dedicated administrator is
not required for setup and configuration.

“StoneGate is a mature platform
that can truly be called an
enterprise firewall solution.”
“Selecting a firewall is usually a
trade off between functionality
and ease of use. We believe that
StoneGate offers a good balance
between these.”
Conor McGoveran, Realex’s security and
infrastructure manager.

*www.visaeurope.com/acceptingvisa/

McGoveran says: “Selecting a firewall is
usually a trade off between functionality
and ease of use. We believe that StoneGate
offers a good balance between these. The
more recent addition of the Stonesoft IPS
product combined with this firewalling
capability has become an important part
of the armoury required to ensure that
our data remains secure, confidential, and
integral.”
McGoveran continues: “We have always
found Stonesoft support to be responsive
and informative, while the London office

has worked hard with out local distributor
Entropy to provide us with a high level
of customer care. StoneGate comes on a
CD, allowing us to install the firewall on
any Intel-based hardware and as such it is
cost effective. Even upgrading the system
from one version to another was simple;
we just carried out a straight swap with
no downtime. All-in-all, deployment was
a painless experience.”
Finally, Realex also discovered significant
financial benefits attributable to the
superior total cost of ownership (TCO)
of the StoneGate platform over other
security solutions: “Stonesoft products
run on a base Linux platform and can be
deployed on our hardware of choice. This
reduces our TCO, because not only can
we can make the most of our extensive inhouse Linux experience, we are also not
forced to buy ‘black box’ solutions which
typically do not perform at the higher
end of the Intel Xeon processor range,”
concludes McGoveran.

Realex Payments in Brief
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Realex Payments is a real time financial services exchange, providing a range of
services that eliminate the need for its customers to create in-house payment
applications and infrastructure. It offers immediate solutions for retailers and
merchants accepting electronic payments, and for banks that need to provide
market solutions.
Major services provided by Realex Payments include: payer authentication;
transaction management reconciliation and reporting; real time card authorisation
for multiple channels allowing businesses to streamline their selling processes; an
integrated suite of direct debit and credit processing services that reduces time
spent processing transactions and files; real time currency conversion processing; a
negative data and pattern checking scoring system to combat fraud in real time at
the point of sale; plus unique branded exchanges for individual banks.

STONESOFT EXPERIENCE

Business professionals rely on Stonesoft’s StoneGate platform to provide integrated network security and business
continuity through advanced firewall, VPN, and IPS solutions. Stonesoft’s unified platform is designed to provide the most
secure, available, manageable, and scalable solutions.
Stonesoft Corporation (HEX: SFT1V) is an innovative provider of integrated network security and business continuity. Stonesoft
is a global company focused on enterprise level customers requiring advanced network security and always-on business connectivity
with low TCO, best price-to-performance ratio, and highest ROI. StoneGate™ Security Platform unifies firewall, VPN, and IPS,
blending network security, end-to-end availability and award-winning load balancing into a unified and centrally managed system
for distributed enterprises.
Founded in 1990, Stonesoft Corporation has corporate headquarters in Helsinki, Finland; Americas headquarters in Atlanta,
Georgia; and Asia Pacific headquarters in Singapore. For more information, go to www.stonesoft.com.

T H E S T O N E G AT E P L AT F O R M

As the first highly available, load balancing network security solution of its kind, StoneGate sets a new standard for
FW, VPN, and IPS solutions. StoneGate provides a unified security platform with active-active clustering, load balancing and
bandwidth aggregation for multiple Internet links and ability to transparently fail-over VPNs, all with the security and connectivity
of an integrated FW/VPN.
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Multi-Link Technology™ – Seamless fail-over between multiple ISPs and FW clusters for always-on connections
Increased Performance – Analyzes and utilizes fastest possible connection through integrated intelligent load balancing

between ISPs and FWs.
n

Multi-Layer Inspection™ – Combines the best aspects of application proxy firewalls with traditional packet filtering and

stateful inspection technologies
Reduce Costs – Eliminate network complexities and costs associated with multiple vendor solutions and travel time
Unified, Central Management – Robust remote management, along with simple remote update, alert center management,
reporting, diagram editor and hierarchy policy updates. Also integrates FW and VPN with StoneGate’s IDS Plus solution into a
unified platform.
n
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StoneGate is available as Stonesoft’s own integrated appliance–based solution that capitalizes on existing hardware investments,
eliminating complexity and costs associated with multiple– vendor solutions or either as a software. All of Stonesoft ’s appliances
include the standard enterprise level features with the only difference being the number of physical interfaces and performance
level.

Stonesoft Corporation (HEX: SFT1V)
is an innovative provider of integrated
network security and business continuity.
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